P2 Term 1 Learning Leaflet 2017/2018
Welcome to P2
Our first term is well underway and Mrs Donaldson and Mrs Lot are enjoying getting to know the
children. Mrs Donaldson teaches on a Monday and Tuesday and Mrs Lot teaches on a Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.

Weekly Timetable
Science: Tuesday & Wednesday
PE: Tuesday & Thursday
Music: Wednesday
Drama: Thursday

Art Apron
We plan to be busy with various
craft and art activities. It would
be useful to bring in a named
apron or an old t- shirt to protect
clothes during these tasks.

Outdoor Jacket
Please bring an outdoor jacket, with
your name on it, to school every
day. Our unpredictable weather is
always catching us out.

School Lunches
It would be really helpful and
save a lot of time if your child
could come to school knowing
what is for lunch. If
remembering is a struggle
then feel free to write their
choice in the home/school
book.

Indoor shoes and PE Kit
We like to change from our outdoor shoes to a pair of
indoor shoes at the start of the day and after we have
been outside. Please bring a pair of indoor shoes that
can be kept at school and be worn for indoor PE
lessons. Children with lace up shoes should be able to
tie them independently.
Every child requires a gym kit in a bag they can hang on their peg.
We will send these home at the end of term. Names on everything
please.

Topic
We are starting the term off with 'getting to know you'
activities. This is helping us learn more about the
children and for them to gel together as a class.
At New Machar we follow a planned programme of work
called BOUNCEBACK. It has been developed to support
schools promote positive health and wellbeing in pupils.
The children will be creating a display that they will add
to as the session progresses.
In addition we will be reinforcing the Growth Mindset
concepts the children were introduced to in P1 and
continuing to develop their understanding of themselves
as learners. We want everyone to reach their full
potential.
Nearer the end of term our attention will turn to Harvest.

Homework
Homework will be given out on a Friday, to be handed back
in the following Thursday. More information will follow with
the homework book.

